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Science and Technology in the Global Cold War
Jan 27 2021 Investigations of how the global
Cold War shaped national scientific and
technological practices in fields from
biomedicine to rocket science. The Cold War
period saw a dramatic expansion of state-funded
science and technology research. Government
and military patronage shaped Cold War
technoscientific practices, imposing methods
that were project oriented, team based, and
subject to national-security restrictions. These
changes affected not just the arms race and the
space race but also research in agriculture,

biomedicine, computer science, ecology,
meteorology, and other fields. This volume
examines science and technology in the context
of the Cold War, considering whether the new
institutions and institutional arrangements that
emerged globally constrained technoscientific
inquiry or offered greater opportunities for it.
The contributors find that whatever the
particular science, and whatever the political
system in which that science was operating, the
knowledge that was produced bore some
relation to the goals of the nation-state. These
goals varied from nation to nation; weapons
research was emphasized in the United States
and the Soviet Union, for example, but in France
and China scientific independence and self-
reliance dominated. The contributors also
consider to what extent the changes to science
and technology practices in this era were
produced by the specific politics, anxieties, and
aspirations of the Cold War. Contributors Elena
Aronova, Erik M. Conway, Angela N. H. Creager,
David Kaiser, John Krige, Naomi Oreskes,
George Reisch, Sigrid Schmalzer, Sonja D.
Schmid, Matthew Shindell, Asif A. Siddiqi,
Zuoyue Wang, Benjamin Wilson
The Scientific Way of Warfare May 06 2024
Bousquet's landmark book examines the impact
of key technologies and scientific ideas on the
theory and practice of warfare and the handling
of the perennial tension between order and
chaos on the battlefield. Spanning the entire
modern era, from the Scientific Revolution to the
present, it offers a systematic account of modern
warfare as the constitution of increasingly
complex assemblages of bodies and machines
whose integration rests upon a military
assimilation of scientific thought. Reflecting the
pervasive influence of scientific conceptual
frameworks upon warfare, modern armies have
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been successively organised by reference to the
paradigmatic technologies of the clock, engine,
computer, and network. Conversely, major
scientific developments and technological
breakthroughs have become intertwined with
the experience of war, especially since the
Second World War's unprecedented mobilisation
of scientific rationality and technical expertise.
This increasingly tight symbiosis between
science, technology, and war is at the heart of
both the tremendous powers and enduring
pathologies displayed by the contemporary
military machine. In this new and revised
edition, Bousquet extends the analysis to
encompass the latest developments in the
scientific way of warfare in the midst of renewed
great power competition and a wave of
technological innovation in artificial intelligence
and robotics.
Grunt: The Curious Science of Humans at War
Sep 29 2023 A New York Times / National
Bestseller "America's funniest science writer"
(Washington Post) Mary Roach explores the
science of keeping human beings intact, awake,
sane, uninfected, and uninfested in the bizarre
and extreme circumstances of war. Grunt tackles
the science behind some of a soldier's most
challenging adversaries—panic, exhaustion,
heat, noise—and introduces us to the scientists
who seek to conquer them. Mary Roach dodges
hostile fire with the U.S. Marine Corps Paintball
Team as part of a study on hearing loss and
survivability in combat. She visits the fashion
design studio of U.S. Army Natick Labs and
learns why a zipper is a problem for a sniper.
She visits a repurposed movie studio where
amputee actors help prepare Marine Corps
medics for the shock and gore of combat
wounds. At Camp Lemmonier, Djibouti, in east
Africa, we learn how diarrhea can be a threat to
national security. Roach samples caffeinated
meat, sniffs an archival sample of a World War II
stink bomb, and stays up all night with the crew
tending the missiles on the nuclear submarine
USS Tennessee. She answers questions not
found in any other book on the military: Why is
DARPA interested in ducks? How is a wedding
gown like a bomb suit? Why are shrimp more
dangerous to sailors than sharks? Take a tour of
duty with Roach, and you’ll never see our
nation’s defenders in the same way again.

Nations at War Oct 19 2022 Nations at War
provides an explanation of war in international
politics grounded on data-based, empirical
research. The book classifies and synthesizes the
research findings of over 500 quantitative
analyses of war at the analytic level of the state,
dyad, region, and international system. Because
wars follow from political decisions, two basic
decision-making models - the rational and the
non-rational - are examined in relation to the
explanatory framework of the volume. In
addition, case analyses of two wars - the
Iran/Iraq War (1980), and World War I (1914) -
are provided as demonstrations of scientifically-
based explanations of historical events. The
primary structural factors responsible for the
onset and seriousness of war are identified and
the explanations are developed according to the
scientific model of 'covering laws'. The
conclusion presents a discussion of the potential
for probabilistic conditional predictions of
conflict within the context of war and peace
studies.
The Science of Star Wars Apr 24 2023 Could the
science fiction of Star Wars be the actual science
of tomorrow? -How close are we to creating
robots that look and act like R2-D2 and C-3PO? -
Can we access a "force" with our minds to move
objects and communicate telepathically with
each other? -How might spaceships like the
Millennium Falcon make the exhilarating jump
into hyperspace? -What kind of environment
could spawn a Wookiee? -Could a single blast
from the Death Star destroy an entire planet? -
Could light sabers possibly be built, and if so,
how would they work? -Do Star Wars aliens look
like "real" aliens might? -What would living on a
desert planet like Tatooine be like? -Why does
Darth Vader require an artificial respirator?
Discover the answers to these and many other
fascinating questions of physics, astronomy,
biology and more, as a noted scientist and Star
Wars enthusiast explores The Science of Star
Wars.
Nations at War Oct 07 2021 Nations at War
provides a scientifically-derived explanation of
war. It develops this explanation by reviewing
data-based studies of international conflict,
analyzing war from the fifteenth to the twentieth
centuries, and identifying factors such as
geography, regimes, military capabilities,
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alliances, and trade associated with both the
onset and destructiveness of these conflicts. Two
wars (the Iran/Iraq war of 1980, and World War
I) are examined in detail in an effort to show
how wars begin and sometimes expand to
include other states. This unique book collates
and synthesizes the findings of over five hundred
scientific studies of war.
Science, Technology, and Warfare Dec 01
2023 This book, originally published in 1969,
discusses the development of the complex
relationships between science and technology
and warfare from the Renaissance to the 1960s.
The nature of warfare has always been largely
determined by contemporary technology.
Instances of technological change undertaken
for the sake of military advantage have also been
relatively common in history. The relationships
between science and warfare however have been
much more variable and ambiguous. "Science,
Technology, and Warfare" requires a fourth term
to be complete "Management " because the
primary military innovator never has been the
scientist, technologist, or soldier, but rather the
administrative "organizer of victory."
The Scientific American War Book Jun 26 2023
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-
to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Wars of the Century and the Development of
Military Science Mar 31 2021
Social Science Goes to War Feb 28 2021 The
Human Terrain System (HTS) was catapulted
into existence in 2006 by the US military's
urgent need for knowledge of the human

dimension of the battlespace in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Its centrepiece was embedded
groups of mixed military and civilian personnel,
known as Human Terrain Teams (HTTs), whose
mission was to conduct social science research
and analysis and to advise military commanders
about the local population. Bringing social
science - and actual social scientists - to the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan was bold and
challenging. Despite the controversy over HTS
among scholars, there is little good, reliable
source material written by those with experience
of HTS or about the actual work carried out by
teams in theatre. This volume goes beyond the
anecdotes, snippets and blogs to provide a
comprehensive, objective and detailed view of
HTS. The contributors put the program in
historical context, discuss the obstacles it faced,
analyse its successes, and detail the work of the
teams downrange. Most importantly, they
capture some of the diverse lived experience of
HTS scholars and practitioners drawn from an
eclectic array of the social sciences.
SCIENTIFIC AMER WAR BK THE MEC Jul 16
2022 This work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work
as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
Rational Fog Aug 05 2021 A thought-provoking
examination of the intersections of knowledge
and violence, and the quandaries and costs of
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modern, technoscientific warfare. Science and
violence converge in modern warfare. While the
finest minds of the twentieth century have
improved human life, they have also produced
human injury. They engineered radar, developed
electronic computers, and helped mass produce
penicillin all in the context of military
mobilization. Scientists also developed chemical
weapons, atomic bombs, and psychological
warfare strategies. Rational Fog explores the
quandary of scientific and technological
productivity in an era of perpetual war. Science
is, at its foundation, an international endeavor
oriented toward advancing human welfare. At
the same time, it has been nationalistic and
militaristic in times of crisis and conflict. As our
weapons have become more powerful, scientists
have struggled to reconcile these tensions,
engaging in heated debates over the problems
inherent in exploiting science for military
purposes. M. Susan Lindee examines this
interplay between science and state violence and
takes stock of researchers’ efforts to respond.
Many scientists who wanted to distance their
work from killing have found it difficult and have
succumbed to the exigencies of war. Indeed,
Lindee notes that scientists who otherwise
oppose violence have sometimes been swept up
in the spirit of militarism when war breaks out.
From the first uses of the gun to the mass
production of DDT and the twenty-first-century
battlefield of the mind, the science of war has
achieved remarkable things at great human cost.
Rational Fog reminds us that, for scientists and
for us all, moral costs sometimes mount
alongside technological and scientific advances.
Knowledge and the World: Challenges
Beyond the Science Wars Feb 08 2022 The
fundamental question whether, or in which
sense, science informs us about the real world
has pervaded the history of thought since
antiquity. Is what science tells us about the
world determined unambiguously by facts or
does the content of any scientific theory in some
way depend on the human condition? "Sokal`s
hoax" added a new dimension to this
controversial debate, which very quickly came to
been known as "Science Wars". "Knowledge and
the World" examines and reviews the broad
range of philosophical positions on this issue,
stretching from realism to relativism, to expound

the epistemic merits of science, and to address
the central question: in which sense can science
justifiably claim to provide a truthful portrait of
reality? This book addresses everyone interested
in the philosophy and history of science, and in
particular in the interplay between the social
and natural sciences.
Science Goes to War Feb 20 2023 From
cannonballs to smart bombs, science has long
played an essential role in warfare, and the
victors often have superior technology to thank
for their triumph. This book explores the ways in
which science has affected military history.
Science Wars Dec 21 2022 Analyzing the
antidemocratic tendencies within science and its
institutions, they insist on a more accountable
relationship between scientists and the
communities and environments affected by their
research.
American Science in an Age of Anxiety Jun
02 2021 No professional group in the United
States benefited more from World War II than
the scientific community. After the atomic
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, scientists
enjoyed unprecedented public visibility and
political influence as a new elite whose expertise
now seemed critical to America's future. But as
the United States grew committed to Cold War
conflict with the Soviet Union and the ideology
of anticommunism came to dominate American
politics, scientists faced an increasingly vigorous
regimen of security and loyalty clearances as
well as the threat of intrusive investigations by
the notorious House Committee on Un-American
Activities and other government bodies. This
book is the first major study of American
scientists' encounters with Cold War
anticommunism in the decade after World War
II. By examining cases of individual scientists
subjected to loyalty and security investigations,
the organizational response of the scientific
community to political attacks, and the
relationships between Cold War ideology and
postwar science policy, Jessica Wang
demonstrates the stifling effects of
anticommunist ideology on the politics of
science. She exposes the deep divisions over the
Cold War within the scientific community and
provides a complex story of hard choices, a
community in crisis, and roads not taken.
The Foundations of the Science of War Apr 12
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2022 The Foundations of the Science of War is a
compilation of material presented by Fuller
when he was chief instructor, Staff College,
Camberley. Dating from 1926, it is the
culmination of his theoretical writings and an
early attempt to fit mechanization into the fabric
of European warfare. In this work, Fuller
presents a comprehensive theory of war.
The Science of Star Wars May 26 2023
Discover the science behind the most popular
sci-fi franchise of all time! Capturing the
imagination and hearts of crowds worldwide,
Star Wars is a fantastic feat of science fiction
and fantasy. The Science of Star Wars addresses
50 topics that span the movies’ universe such as
battle technology, alien life, space travel, etc.
You’ll find fascinating explorations of the physics
of Star Wars, its plausibility, and more. The
perfect Star Wars gift for fans of the saga, this
book addresses many unanswered, burning
questions, including: How long before we get a
Star Wars speeder off the ground? What exactly
is the Force? How could Kylo Ren stop a blaster
shot in mid-air? How could we live on a gas giant
like Bespin, or a desert planet like Tatooine?
Nature versus nurture: How does it play out in
the making of Jedi? How much would it cost to
build the Death Star? And much more! We
marvel at the variety of creatures and
technology and the mystery behind the force.
But how much of the Star Wars world is rooted
in reality? Could we see some of the
extraordinary inventions materialize in our
world? This uncomplicated, entertaining read
makes it easy to understand how advanced
physics concepts, such as wormholes and
Einstein’s theory of relativity, apply to the Star
Wars universe. The Science of Star Wars
explains to non-technical readers how physics
and fantasy might merge to allow for the
possibility of interstellar travel; communication
with foreign but intelligent lifeforms; human-like
robots; alien planets fit for human life; weapons
and spacecraft such as laser guns, light sabers,
and the Millennium Falcon; and Force-like
psychokinetic powers. In the 21st Century, we’re
on the edge of developing much of the
technology from “a long time ago, in a galaxy
far, far away”… These fantasies aren’t as
impossible as you might think! Written for every
fan of George Lucas’s films, you don’t need to be

a Jedi or an astrophysicist at NASA to appreciate
all of Mark Brake and Jon Chase’s fun and
informative analysis of this classic series in The
Science of Star Wars. Prepare your mind to
make the jump to light speed and find out about
the facts behind one of our favorite modern
epics!
The Scientific American War Book Dec 09
2021 This is a reproduction of a book published
before 1923. This book may have occasional
imperfections such as missing or blurred pages,
poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were
either part of the original artifact, or were
introduced by the scanning process. We believe
this work is culturally important, and despite the
imperfections, have elected to bring it back into
print as part of our continuing commitment to
the preservation of printed works worldwide. We
appreciate your understanding of the
imperfections in the preservation process, and
hope you enjoy this valuable book. ++++ The
below data was compiled from various
identification fields in the bibliographic record of
this title. This data is provided as an additional
tool in helping to ensure edition identification:
++++ The Scientific American War Book: The
Mechanism And Technique Of Warfare Scientific
American, inc Albert Allis Hopkins Munn &
company, incorporated, 1916 History; Military;
World War I; History / Military / World War I;
Military art and science; Naval art and science;
War; World War, 1914-1918
Science Wars Mar 04 2024 There is ample
evidence that it is difficult for the general public
to understand and internalize scientific facts.
Disputes over such facts are often amplified
amid political controversies. As we've seen with
climate change and even COVID-19, politicians
rely on the perceptions of their constituents
when making decisions that impact public policy.
So, how do we make sure that what the public
understands is accurate? In this book, Steven L.
Goldman traces the public's suspicion of
scientific knowledge claims to a broad
misunderstanding, reinforced by scientists
themselves, of what it is that scientists know,
how they know it, and how to act on the basis of
it. In sixteen chapters, Goldman takes readers
through the history of scientific knowledge from
Plato and Aristotle, through the birth of modern
science and its maturation, into a powerful force
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for social change to the present day. He explains
how scientists have wrestled with their own
understanding of what it is that they know, that
theories evolve, and why the public
misunderstands the reliability of scientific
knowledge claims. With many examples drawn
from the history of philosophy and science, the
chapters illustrate an ongoing debate over how
we know what we say we know and the
relationship between knowledge and reality.
Goldman covers a rich selection of ideas from
the founders of modern science and John Locke's
response to Newton's theories to Thomas Kuhn's
re-interpretation of scientific knowledge and the
Science Wars that followed it. Goldman relates
these historical disputes to current issues,
underlining the important role scientists play in
explaining their own research to nonscientists
and the effort nonscientists must make to
incorporate science into public policies. A
narrative exploration of scientific knowledge,
Science Wars engages with the arguments of
both sides by providing thoughtful scientific,
philosophical, and historical discussions on
every page.
The Physics of Star Wars Jan 10 2022 "The
Physics of Star Wars reveals the very real-life
science behind the fantastical galaxy of Star
Wars"--Back cover.
The War on Science Apr 05 2024 An “insightful”
and in-depth look at anti-science politics and its
deadly results (Maria Konnikova, New York
Times–bestselling author of The Biggest Bluff).
Thomas Jefferson said, “Wherever the people are
well informed, they can be trusted with their
own government.” But what happens when they
aren’t? From climate change to vaccinations,
transportation to technology, health care to
defense, we are in the midst of an
unprecedented expansion of scientific
progress—and a simultaneous expansion of
danger. At the very time we need them most,
scientists and the very idea of objective
knowledge are being bombarded by a vast, well-
funded war on science, and the results are
deadly. Whether it’s driven by identity politics,
ideology, or industry, the result is an
unprecedented erosion of thought in Western
democracies as voters, policymakers, and
justices actively ignore scientific evidence,
leaving major policy decisions to be based more

on the demands of the most strident voices. This
compelling book investigates the historical,
social, philosophical, political, and emotional
reasons why evidence-based politics are in
decline and authoritarian politics are once again
on the rise on both left and right—and provides
some compelling solutions to bring us to our
collective senses, before it's too late. “If you care
about attacks on climate science and the rise of
authoritarianism, if you care about biased media
coverage and shake-your-head political
tomfoolery, this book is for you.”—The Guardian
Scientific Research In World War II Jan 02
2024 This book seeks to explore how scientists
across a number of countries managed to cope
with the challenging circumstances created by
World War II. No scientist remained unaffected
by the outbreak of WWII. As the book shows,
there were basically two opposite ways in which
the war encroached on the life of a scientific
researcher. In some cases, the outbreak of the
war led to engagement in research in support of
a war-waging country; in the other extreme, it
resulted in their marginalisation. The book,
starting with the most marginalised scientist and
ending with those fully engaged in the war-
effort, covers the whole spectrum of enormously
varying scientific fates. Distinctive features of
the volume include: a focus on the experiences
of ‘ordinary’ scientists, rather than on
figureheads like Oppenheimer or Otto Hahn
contributions from a range of renowned
academics including Mark Walker, an authority
in the field of science in World War II a detailed
study of the Netherlands during the German
Occupation This richly illustrated volume will be
of major interest to researchers of the history of
science, World War II, and Modern History.
The Effect of Science on the Second World War
Mar 12 2022 The latest advances in science
were fully exploited in the Second World War.
They included radar, sonar, improved radio,
methods of reducing disease, primitive
computers, the new science of operational
research and, finally, the atomic bomb,
necessarily developed like all wartime
technology in a remarkably short time. Such
progress would have been impossible without
the cooperation of Allied scientists with the
military. The Axis powers' failure to recognise
this was a major factor in their defeat.
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The Science of War Nov 19 2022 The U.S.
military is one of the largest and most complex
organizations in the world. How it spends its
money, chooses tactics, and allocates its
resources have enormous implications for
national defense and the economy. The Science
of War is the only comprehensive textbook on
how to analyze and understand these and other
essential problems in modern defense policy.
Michael O'Hanlon provides undergraduate and
graduate students with an accessible yet
rigorous introduction to the subject. Drawing on
a broad range of sources and his own
considerable expertise as a defense analyst and
teacher, he describes the analytic techniques the
military uses in every crucial area of military
science. O'Hanlon explains how the military
budget works, how the military assesses and
deploys new technology, develops strategy and
fights wars, handles the logistics of stationing
and moving troops and equipment around the
world, and models and evaluates battlefield
outcomes. His modeling techniques have been
tested in Iraq and Afghanistan, including the
methods he used to predict higher-than-
anticipated troop fatalities in Iraq--controversial
predictions that have since been vindicated. The
Science of War is the definitive resource on
warfare in the twenty-first century. Gives the
best introduction to defense analysis available
Covers defense budgeting Shows how to model
and predict outcomes in war Explains military
logistics, including overseas basing Examines
key issues in military technology, including
missile defense, space warfare, and nuclear-
weapons testing Based on the author's graduate-
level courses at Princeton, Columbia, and
Georgetown universities
Instrumental in War Aug 29 2023 Research and
instrumentation in warfare since 1500
demonstrates the rise of the scientific military,
the complicated interaction with military
institutions, and details of how scientists and
engineers developed artillery and explosives,
surveying and geophysics, pilot testing and
siegework, and the role of national and
university laboratories.
SCIENTIFIC AMER WAR BK THE MEC Nov 07
2021 This work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.

This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work
as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
After the Science Wars Feb 03 2024 A collection
of essays by leading philosophers and scientists
focusing on the debate in science between those
who believe that science is above criticism and
those who do not.
A Scientific Way of War Sep 05 2021 While faith
in the Enlightenment was waning elsewhere by
1850, at the United States Military Academy at
West Point and in the minds of academy
graduates serving throughout the country
Enlightenment thinking persisted, asserting that
war was governable by a grand theory
accessible through the study of military science.
Officers of the regular army and instructors at
the military academy and their political
superiors all believed strongly in the possibility
of acquiring a perfect knowledge of war through
the proper curriculum. A Scientific Way of War
analyzes how the doctrine of military science
evolved from teaching specific Napoleonic
applications to embracing subjects that were
useful for war in North America. Drawing from a
wide array of materials, Ian C. Hope refutes
earlier charges of a lack of professionalization in
the antebellum American army and an
overreliance on the teachings of Swiss military
theorist Antoine de Jomini. Instead, Hope shows
that inculcation in West Point’s American
military curriculum eventually came to provide
the army with an officer corps that shared a
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common doctrine and common skill in military
problem solving. The proliferation of military
science ensured that on the eve of the Civil War
there existed a distinctly American, and
scientific, way of war. Purchase the audio
edition.
The Republican War on Science Jun 14 2022
Science has never been more crucial to deciding
the political issues facing the country. Yet
science and scientists have less influence with
the federal government than at any time since
the Eisenhower administration. In the White
House and Congress today, findings are reported
in a politicized manner; spun or distorted to fit
the speaker's agenda; or, when they're too
inconvenient, ignored entirely. On a broad array
of issues-stem cell research, climate change,
missile defense, abstinence education, product
safety, environmental regulation, and many
others-the Bush administration's positions fly in
the face of overwhelming scientific consensus.
Federal science agencies, once fiercely
independent under both Republican and
Democratic presidents, are increasingly staffed
by political appointees and fringe theorists who
know industry lobbyists and evangelical activists
far better than they know the science. This is not
unique to the Bush administration, but it is
largely a Republican phenomenon, born of a
conservative dislike of environmental, health,
and safety regulation, and at the extremes, of
evolution and legalized abortion. In The
Republican War on Science , Chris Mooney ties
together the disparate strands of the attack on
science into a compelling and frightening
account of our government's increasing
unwillingness to distinguish between legitimate
research and ideologically driven pseudoscience.
Mind Wars Jul 28 2023 “One of the most
important thinkers describes the literally mind-
boggling possibilities that modern brain science
could present for national security.”
—LAWRENCE J. KORB, former US Assistant
Secretary of Defense “Fascinating and
frightening.” —Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
The first book of its kind, Mind Wars covers the
ethical dilemmas and bizarre history of cutting-
edge technology and neuroscience developed for
military applications. As the author discusses the
innovative Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) and the role of the intelligence

community and countless university science
departments in preparing the military and
intelligence services for the twenty-first century,
he also charts the future of national security.
Fully updated and revised, this edition features
new material on deep brain stimulation, neuro
hormones, and enhanced interrogation. With in-
depth discussions of “psyops” mind control
experiments, drugs that erase both fear and the
need to sleep, microchip brain implants and
advanced prosthetics, supersoldiers and robot
armies, Mind Wars may read like science fiction
or the latest conspiracy thriller, but its subjects
are very real and changing the course of modern
warfare. Jonathan D. Moreno has been a senior
staff member for three presidential advisory
commissions and has served on a number of
Pentagon advisory committees. He is an ethics
professor at the University of Pennsylvania and
the editor-in-chief of the Center for American
Progress’ online magazine Science Progress.
Star Wars Jan 22 2023 Presents an illustrated
examination of the impact of the film "Star
Wars" on the culture of technological
advancement, providing information on the how
the future develop in two key areas,
transportation and robotics.
Star Wars Mar 24 2023 Thirty exciting science
experiments based on the themes from Star
Wars movies.
Organizing Scientific Research for War Jul 04
2021
Brain Wars Jun 07 2024 The brain can be
weighed, measured, scanned, dissected, and
studied. The mind that we conceive to be
generated by the brain, however, remains a
mystery. It has no mass, no volume, and no
shape, and it cannot be measured in space and
time. Yet it is as real as neurons,
neurotransmitters, and synaptic junctions. It is
also very powerful. —from Brain Wars Is the
brain "a computer made of meat," and human
consciousness a simple product of electrical
impulses? The idea that matter is all that exists
has dominated science since the late nineteenth
century and led to the long-standing scientific
and popular understanding of the brain as
simply a collection of neurons and neural
activity. But for acclaimed neuroscientist Mario
Beauregard, Ph.D., along with a rising number of
colleagues and others, this materialist-based
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view clashes with what we feel and experience
every day. In Brain Wars, Dr. Beauregard
delivers a paradigm-shifting examination of the
role of the brain and mind. Filled with engaging,
surprising, and cutting-edge scientific accounts,
this eye-opening book makes the increasingly
indisputable case that our immaterial minds
influence what happens in our brains, our
bodies, and even beyond our bodies. Examining
the hard science behind "unexplained"
phenomena such as the placebo effect, self-
healing, brain control, meditation, hypnosis, and
near-death and mystical experiences, Dr.
Beauregard reveals the mind's capabilities and
explores new answers to age-old mind-body
questions. Radically shifting our comprehension
of the role of consciousness in the universe,
Brain Wars forces us to consider the immense
untapped power of the mind and explore the
profound social, moral, and spiritual implications
that this new understanding holds for our future.
Conflict, War, and Peace May 14 2022
Introducing students to the scientific study of
peace and war, Conflict, War, and Peace: An
Introduction to Scientific Research, edited by
Sara McLaughlin Mitchell and John A. Vasquez,
provides an overview of current scholarship in
this dynamic area of study. Focusing on the
factors that shape relationships between
countries and that make war or peace more
likely, this collection of articles by top scholars

explores such key topics as dangerous dyads,
alliances, territorial disputes, rivalry, arms
races, democracy peace, trade, international
organizations, territorial peace, and nuclear
weapons. Each article is followed by the editors’
commentary: a “Major Contributions” section
highlights the article’s theoretical advances and
relates each study to the broader literature,
while a “Methodological Notes” section carefully
walks students through the techniques used in
the analysis. Methodological topics include
research design, percentages, probabilities, odds
ratios, statistical significance, levels of analysis,
selection bias, logic, duration models, and game
theory models.
Scientists at War Aug 17 2022 Sarah Bridger
examines the ethical debates that tested the U.S.
scientific community during the Cold War, and
scientists’ contributions to military technologies
and strategic policymaking, from the dawning
atomic age through the Strategic Defense
Initiative (Star Wars) in the 1980s, which
sparked cross-generational opposition among
scientists.
Great Scientists Wage the Great War May 02
2021
The Scientific American War Book Oct 31 2023
The Process of War Sep 17 2022 Contains the
core papers and commentaries from a workshop
conducted prior to the 1991 meeting of the
American Political Science Association.
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